Dear Sirs,


In connection with the above, we kindly inform you that the company Sum Poland Sp. z o.o. with its registered office in 92-617 Łódź, at 5a Szaniawskiego Street shall be the controller of your personal data. Your data shall be processed for the purpose of implementing the commercial law on the basis of art. 6, clause 1, point c of the Regulation.

The controller shall not share the data or forward them to any third country or international organization. Where appropriate, the data may be forwarded to banks, state offices or courier companies fulfilling orders of the controller.

You are expected to provide your personal data voluntarily, however making them available is necessary to achieve the purpose indicated above.

The data shall be kept for the period imposed by applicable provisions of law (e.g. regulations on financial settlements or taxes).

You have the right to access your personal data along with the right to demand rectification, erasure, transfer of the data, as well as limitation, including a ban, on processing thereof, and the right to withdraw your consent at any time without affecting the lawfulness of processing of the data, which took place on the basis of your consent before its withdrawal. (The data shall not be subject to automated decision making nor profiling).

Moreover, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the President of the Office for Personal Data Protection should you believe that the processing of your personal data violates the provisions of the Regulation.

Should you have any questions, please contact the company at the address daneosobowe@sumltd.pl

This information is effective from May 25, 2018.

The Management Board of SUM Poland Sp. z o.o.: